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CO 622 “THEORIES OF PERSONALITY”
Syllabus for all Terms and Semesters 2003
This course is primarily offered for counseling majors. Other students are welcome, but
must get a signature from the professor before registering.
Harold W. Burgess
Phone #2083 (Spring Semester)
This individual reading/research course focuses attention upon classical theories of
personality and relates their insights, hypotheses and theories to varied modes of caregiving.
OBJECTIVES:
1. To develop a critical familiarity with personality theory.
2. To foster professional growth, especially for counselors, pastors, and other caregivers.
3. To promote self-awareness through informed consideration of one’s own
personality development.
4. To provide the opportunity to select and do research on a self-selected topic in
personality theory as it relates to career goals.
TEXTUAL READING
Theories of Personality by Calvin Hall, Gardiner Lindzey, and John Campbell
(fourth, or later, edition). This text is a long-time standard in the field.
As the basic reading assignment, fully read all of the chapters in the text and write
a two page, single-spaced, summary of the chapter. On the third page, write a 2/3
page, single-spaced, paragraph exploring ways in which the substance of the
chapter might contribute to your life and profession. (By the way, for the legalists
who may register for this course, use 12 pt. Times Romans (or similar) type and
set margins all at one inch).
Date these papers as of the day that you completed your work on each chapter and
record the time you spent. I am assuming that you will invest about 4 hours
(average) on each chapter.

OTHER READINGS:
Beyond the approx. 650 pages of textual reading, read 1,000 pages from selfselected books and articles rooted in the general area of personality. You will
naturally count books and readings toward the writing projects described below.
Relevant readings can be found in the ATS Library (or any library using the LC
system) between the numbers BF 692 and BFR 720 ff. You may also consider
theological and biblical areas as well as those in anthropology, social psychology,
counseling, and pastoral care. A substantial project in biblical or theological
anthropology may be done in place of the reading project with approval of the
professor.
In my opinion, “personality” is among the most interesting areas in psychology.
Don’t feel the need to read all of any book, though. This is a fine opportunity to
get acquainted with many writers who can become lifelong friends. Readings,
research and writing for this course is intended to be a source of enrichment and
productive insight that will inform and focus both professional and personal
growth.
REQUIRED WRITING PROJECT
Using at least two of the schools of thought described in the text as lenses to look
back upon your own journey, write a twelve-page paper that explores the
development of your own personality. The purpose of this paper, of course, is
self-understanding.
GRADES:
A grade of “B” may be earned by fulfilling the above assignments in a timely
manner. A grade above “B” may be earned by the further submission of a fifteenpage research paper documented in some consistent style. Logically, this would
grow out of your required reading. An “A” grade will assume excellent work in
all phases of the course (chapter summaries, readings, required writing project,
and timeliness of submission).
All work is to be submitted in a single folder no later than 4:00 p.m. on Friday of
final week. No “Incompletes” will be granted. No straight “A”s will be given to
students failing to complete the course by the deadline stated above.
Students working from this syllabus may take the course during any term or semester of
2003. Because of the stipulation that no “incompletes” will be granted, it may be wise to
do some, or all, of the work before registering. The ATS standard of time investment for
courses of this type is 144 hours.

